Video Wall Systems for the Technology Sector

Haivision MCS is an industry leader in providing high-performance, custom-built video wall systems. We are committed to delivering complete solutions that are intelligently tailored to the activities, environment, and workflow of the people who will be using them.

**WORKFLOW EFFICIENCY ACROSS ALL OPERATIONS**

Technology companies throughout the U.S. rely on Haivision visualization solutions for a variety of installations and services. Whether providing web services, hardware/software production, or data analytics – these organizations all depend on dynamic, cooperative workspaces. Key decision-makers must have access to infrastructure, security, and/or network status information at all times. Haivision video walls offer ultra-high definition image quality, industry-leading processing power, and unparalleled content control for real-time monitoring and incident response.

Haivision prides itself on designing comprehensive solutions built on a platform ready to scale with any organization right out of the box. Following detailed consultations, your Haivision system will be installed at your facility and seamlessly integrated into your environment by our experts.

**BENEFITS OF OUR COMPREHENSIVE SOLUTION**

- Increased situational awareness
- Streamlined control
- Connects stakeholders across your network
- Enables informed decision-making
- Ongoing support and protection
- Delivers 24/7 reliability
SEcurity Operations Center

Tech organizations are often targets of both physical and cyber-attacks. Security Operations Centers are vital to recognizing incidents and quickly mitigating situations as they arise locally or globally.

Network Operations Centers

In the technology sphere, optimal network health is everything. Operators can visualize and monitor network statuses throughout their organization with a suite of tools that all easily integrate with their Haivision visualization system.

Facility Operation Centers

Facility operations require constant monitoring of critical systems and physical inventory. Haivision systems empower operators with greater oversight and productivity with the most powerful common operating picture on the market.

System Security and Stability

Security for your system and content is paramount. With advanced threats attacking networks and organizations every day, we take security very seriously. Data from the Command 360 UI to your web server is encrypted and authenticated using TLS 1.2, ECDHE_RSA with X25519, and AES_256_GCM. Administrators can keep precise control over all operator access with granular user permission settings.

Security, network, and facility operations must run at peak condition. In order to protect the stability of these mission-critical centers our video wall systems are designed with multiple fail safes and redundancies. Backup power supplies and software and hardware routines are designed to keep crucial system functions running in the unlikely event of equipment failure or loss.